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Abstract
Research in artificial intelligence (AI) has been around for over six decades. In that time,
it has experienced rich growth, with on and off interest, as researchers tackle this problem
from different angles using inspiration from various fields. However, it is difficult to see
an overview of the journey that research in AI has taken in its lifespan. We created
a visualization we call “60 Years of AI” that explores a (biased) selection of the most
influential publications that have shaped the field. Our visualization shows similar works
clustered together throughout time and allows users to input abstracts of new ideas to see
where their ideas position in the landscape of the ever-growing field of AI.

1. Introduction
Research in Artificial Intelligence (AI) has progressed a long way in its 60 year history
and is perhaps experiencing a peak of interest today. However, modern AI research looks
noticeably different from the earliest efforts in the field, prompting the question: how can
we visualize the journey AI research has taken? We introduce “60 Years of AI Research”
which employs modern NLP technologies to place a small sampling of the most influential
papers in this field onto a semantically meaningful space where similar efforts and concepts
cluster together.

2. Methods
The demo system builds on a pruned subset of the S2ORC (Lo et al., 2020) publication
dataset that contains a small selection of ML/AI research papers. This subset is then
visualized and paired with interactive methods to help explore the corpus.
2.1. Data Wrangling
The S2ORC data is filtered to contain only papers that fulfill two criteria: (1) publications
categorized as “Computer Science” or “Mathematics” by S2ORC and (2) publications containing at least one match with the following regular expression in the title or abstract:
machine␣learning␣|␣artificial␣intelligence␣|␣neural␣network
|␣(␣machine␣|␣computer)␣vision␣|␣perceptron␣|␣network␣architecture
|␣RNN␣|␣CNN␣|␣LSTM␣|␣BLEU␣|␣MNIST␣|␣CIFAR␣|␣reinforcement␣learning
|␣gradient␣descent␣|␣Imagenet
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(a) Overview

(b) NLP Cluster selected

Figure 1: Visualization of the 60years corpus of 3,309 publications in AI/ML. (a) a user
defined abstract is positioned on the map (orange) and a neighboring publication
is highlighted (red, tooltip). (b) The area around the pin is selected and summarized by most common title tokens/bigrams and most cited articles.

This opinionated filtering leads to a subset of ∼300,000 publications. We additionally
utilize the intra-corpus citation count to include only the top 1% cited papers per year,
though selecting papers based on yearly statistics is a shallow way to normalize for fluctuating overall citation counts. The resulting 60-years dataset contains 3,309 publications.
In addition, each document di = (authors, abstract, title)i is associated with a vector embedding vi which is derived by applying the SPECTER model (Cohan et al., 2020) on the
combined text from the title and the abstract.
2.2. Visual Encoding
Each paper is represented as a circle. Its position is determined by a UMAP projection (McInnes et al., 2018) of vi , where overlaps are removed by successive application
of IPSep-CoLa (Dwyer et al., 2006). The size of a circle encodes the count of intra-corpus
citations of each publication. Its color indicates the quinquennium in which it was published.
See Figure 1.
2.3. Interaction
The demo provides a rich set of interactions for exploration and discovery:
Users can position (pin) their own abstract. To identify the neighborhood of their
own work, a user can provide an abstract and the system runs the same embedding
model and projection model to determine a position. See Figure 1 (orange circle).
The user can select a cluster of documents by dragging the mouse to create a rectangle selection. A selected cluster is summarized by the most common title tokens and
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Figure 2: Succession of publications over 5-year periods. Details in the use case section.
title bigrams, a list of most cited papers, and a histogram of the yearly distribution
of publications in the cluster.
Papers can be filtered by publication year or by substrings in titles or authors. The
yearly filter can be animated to observe progression patterns.
Hovering over a circle reveals details about each paper. If a URL or DOI is available in
the dataset, the publication can be opened directly by clicking.

3. Use cases
3.1. The Delayed Rise of Deep Learning
Figure 2 shows the succession of 5-year publications periods. In the late 90s, publications
like Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997) (Figure 2a) or Lecun et al. (1998) (Figure 2b) stick
out from the core of ML research. In succeeding years (2000-09), the area around these deep
learning milestones remains quiet. In 2010-14, this neighborhood begins to populate with
other strong papers. In 2015-19, the image is nearly inverse to that of 1995-99, where many
publications focus on deep learning methods and avoid more traditional ML approaches.
3.2. Custom Abstract
In Figure 1a, a user posted a custom abstract about visualizing seq2seq models and let
the system position the pin for it (orange dot). By hovering over the neighbors, the user
gets an idea that the pin is correctly surrounded by NLP publications. When creating a
rectangle selection around the pin, terms like “translation” and “natural language” pop up
as descriptive terms matching the user’s intuition about the context for the paper.

4. Generalized Use of the Visualization
The described system and interactive methods run in a web browser and can be applied to
new collections of academic documents to visualize more than just our opinionated selection
of papers from the past 60 years of AI research.
For example, Figure 3 shows how we applied the visualization to the entire anthology
of papers published at the NeurIPS conference1 of size 13,000 documents or the IEEE VIS
1. https://neuripsav.vizhub.ai/
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visualization conference2 . In these corpora, citation information is absent and all papers
are displayed as identically sized circles.

5. Conclusion
While search and filter operations are efficient tools to find particular publications in large
corpora, they often fail to provide an extensive overview. For observing a longitudinal
trend and the partitioning of AI research in the last 60 years we think that our demo could
be a starting point for investigation. The filter criteria we used are driven by practical
considerations and provide an equally truthful and false view on the large landscape of
papers that contributed to the development of AI research. The methods and system are
open-sourced3 and can be applied to more corpora.

Figure 3: The visualization system applied to the papers of the NeurIPS Conference (left)
and the IEEE Vis Conference (right).
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